With more aerospace customers looking for improved mechanical properties in bearing materials than offered in standard through hardened steel grades, New Hampshire Ball Bearings Inc. initiated a program to develop a low-pressure carburizing process that could provide the required properties in newer carburizable grades including M50 NiL.
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It was determined that a LPC furnace would be best-suited to meet these requirements, and NHBB installed in 2005 an Ipsen International Inc. (Cherry Valley, Ill.) AvaC (acetylene vacuum carburizing) system (Fig. 2).

Process Development

After an extensive literature review on LPC and gathering information on LPC from various other resources, NHBB created a cause and effect diagram outlining the potential sources of inherent variability in the LPC process (Fig. 3). At the same time, carburizing simulation programs were developed to model the case profiles of M50 NiL and other materials. Several iterations of the M50 NiL simulation programs were conducted based on the results of the development cycles.

Initial carburizing cycles performed on the furnace were designed to verify the furnace would operate properly and produce the required carburized surface. These baseline cycles were completed using standard carburizing steels (AISI 1018 and AISI 9310). Carburizing parameters for these initial cycles were selected using values common to industry practices for these grades of steel.

While the required carburizing results were achieved in the furnace, results of initial test cycles indicated the need for modifications to the programming format for improved recipe flexibility (i.e., allow for additional boost/diffuse segments and provide the ability to program in minutes/seconds instead of hours/minutes) and modifications to the furnace hardware, both of which were handled on-site.

Following the initial tests, additional baseline test cycles on the standard carburizing steels were performed to verify the effects of several key process variables on resulting case depth, microstructure, and near-surface carbon content. Variables included:

- Carburizing temperature
- Boost/diffuse times and respective ratios

Fig. 2 — Carburizing chamber of the low-pressure carburizing furnace.

Fig. 3 — Cause and effect diagram outlining potential sources of variation in the low-pressure carburizing process.

Fig. 4 — Case hardness profiles of two M50 NiL LPC development cycles.

Fig. 5 — Photomicrograph showing very high level of retained austenite in the chamfer area of an inner roller-bearing ring; 3% nital etch. 200×
• Number of boost/diffuse segments
• Relationship between boost/diffuse cycles and surface carbon
• Partial pressures during boost and diffuse segments
• Relationship between part surface area and gas flow rate
• Carbon flux as a function of temperature

In all instances, resulting case depths, microstructures, and surface carbon measurements were consistent with expected levels.

**M50 NiL Carburizing Development**

NHBB used the results of the initial baseline tests to develop a robust carburizing procedure for M50 NiL (AMS 6278). M50 NiL is a carburizable grade of steel used in the aerospace industry in critical applications requiring higher core fracture toughness properties compared with the through-hardened (non-carburizable) M50 grade of steel. The relatively high level of chromium in M50 NiL (4.0-4.25%) presents a challenge when developing a carburizing process due to an increase in the effective carbon absorption of the material.

The first few M50 NiL test cycles were modeled to target an effective case depth of 0.030 to 0.035 in. (0.762-0.889 mm). Effective case depth is defined as the perpendicular distance from the case hardened surface to a depth equal to a hardness of 58 HRC. Initial carburizing temperatures in the range of 1600 to 1900°F (870-1040°C) were selected based on temperatures commonly used in the industry for LPC. In all cases, the parts were heated to the carburizing temperature, exposed to multiple boost/diffuse segments, cooled to below 200°F (95°C) in a protective atmosphere, then austenitized, oil quenched, and processed through multiple subzero/tempering cycles. Several short boost cycles were combined with progressively longer diffuse times to overcome the effective carbon absorption of M50 NiL material. For example, representative case hardness profiles (Fig. 4) from two of the development cycles where all processing parameters were identical with the exception of the number of boost/diffuse segments revealed that a much deeper effective case was produced with five additional boost/diffuse segments. While the case hardness profiles were promising based on targeted depths, metallurgical evaluation of the resulting case microstructures revealed high levels of retained austenite, particularly in the corner and chamfer areas of an inner roller-bearing ring (Fig. 5).

Surface-carbon results from test specimens included in the loads showed carbon levels in excess of 1.1%. It was necessary to lower the near-surface carbon concentrations to the 0.70% range to optimize the microstructure of the M50 NiL test pieces. “Leaning out” the surface carbon level was accomplished by lowering the carburizing temperature, shortening boost times, extending diffuse segments, and increasing the number of boost/diffuse segments. Resulting microstructures showed no evidence of retained austenite or excessive carbide formation in the corner and chamfer regions. However, the effective case depths of the test cycles were less than 0.020 in. (0.508 mm).

A carburizing process was developed to maintain the superior case microstructure of the previous cycle while extending the effective case depth to the required 0.030-0.035 in. range. The resulting case hardness profile (Fig. 6) for the modified cycle revealed the effective case depth to be approximately 0.035 in. Also, the corresponding case microstructure was uniform in depth around the entire cross section, consisting of tempered martensite with no evidence of retained austenite or excessive carbide formation (Fig. 7). Retained austenite content at a depth of 0.002 in. (0.051 mm) from the hardened surface was measured using an x-ray diffraction method in accordance with ASTM E975 and was less than 2%. Near surface-carbon content was 0.74%.

**Process Validation and Optimization**

Validating process results was accomplished by repeating the cycle and examining load-to-load variation (Fig. 8), within-part variation (Fig. 9), and part-to-part variation within load (Fig. 10). The case-hardening profiles show that the LPC cycle developed using this analytical approach produces excellent case uniformity and reproducibility. In each instance, the corresponding microstructures, retained austenite levels, and near surface-carbon contents conformed to specified levels. Continued
Using standard industry temperature ranges, an optimum combination of austenitizing temperature and tempering temperature was determined based on results from a full factorial design of experiment. Variation in temperature for each of these operations has a significant impact on the resulting case hardness profile, particularly for the tempering operation (Fig. 11).

Qualification of Masking Process
Several test parts were copper plated in accordance with AMS 2418 to qualify a masking process for M50 NiL and other carburizing grades of steel. In all instances, the plating process was an effective way of masking surfaces to prevent case hardening at those locations.

Summary
NHBB developed an LPC process for M50 NiL material, providing a good knowledge base to enhance and apply the process to new materials and part configurations. Currently, effective case depths have been extended to 0.045 in. (1.143 mm). Future development work will be aimed at extending the process to achieve effective case depths in excess of 0.060 in. (1.524 mm) for M50 NiL and on the order of 0.100 in. (2.54 mm) or greater for materials such as 9310. Trials on Pyrowear 675 stainless steel (Carpenter Technology Corp., Reading, Pa.; www.cartech.com) are also planned.
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